ABSTRACT Service function chain (SFC) is widely exploited to provide heterogeneous network services, which refers to an ordered sequence of network functions that a given flow should traverse. However, its traditional implementation is inflexible and high-cost due to relying on proprietary hardware. Emerging technologies such as network function virtualization and software-defined networking are the two promising paradigms for improving the flexibility to implement SFC. A major challenge in this respect is the SFC resource allocation that deals with the efficient allocation of network resources to network functions and their connections belonging to SFC. Previous researches focused on heuristic algorithms for the SFC resource allocation assuming that the topology and the resource requirement of SFC do not change. In this paper, we remove this assumption and study how to adjust resource allocation scheme optimally when SFC changes, which is referred as dynamic SFC resource adjustment problem (DSFC-RAP). It is a challenging problem for various reasons, such as contradiction between reducing resource consumption and minimizing adjustment operation overhead. We first formulate the DSFC-RAP as an integer linear programming. Then, we propose a heuristic-based method to find the near-optimal solution with low computational complexity. Evaluation results demonstrate that our method allows network to accommodate more SFCs while incurring relative low network resource cost and adjustment operation overhead compared to other heuristics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, most enterprise networks are full of vertically integrated proprietary middleboxes to offer various network functions such as firewall and load balance [1] . Moreover, heterogeneous network services are provided by exploiting the important concept of Service Function Chain (SFC), which refers to an ordered sequence of network functions [2] . However, the traditional implementation of SFC relies on proprietary middleboxes, which results in multiple shortcomings with the ever increasing and various service requirements. For example, middleboxes are generally expensive and require trained personnel for deployment and maintenance [3] , which leads to high Capital Expenditures (CAPEX) and Operational Expenditures (OPEX) [4] . Moreover, since middleboxes are coupled with the underlying network, it is extremely inflexible and costly to deliver customized services, which does not adapt to emerging applications related to cloud computing and big data [5] . Therefore, European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) puts forward the concept of Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [6] . By leveraging virtualization technologies, NFV migrates network functions from proprietary hardware to standard servers (e.g. x86 based systems) in the form of Virtual Network Function (VNF). This way of separating functionalities from locations facilitates flexible orchestration of network functions [7] . Additionally, Software Defined Networking (SDN) [8] decouples the network's control logic from forwarding and makes the former directly programmable [9] . It contributes to dynamic resource management of NFV [10] . In this regard, the integration of NFV and SDN becomes a promising way to implement SFC, because VNFs offering network functions can be flexibly instantiated and executed anywhere in the network according to the requested service traffic.
Under the paradigms of NFV and SDN, the implementation of SFC is fulfilled by initializing specific VNF instances (instances for short) on the standard servers and building connections between any two adjacent VNFs to form a service path. Due to the constraints of bandwidth and server resources, it is challenging to allocate resources to instances and service path efficiently, which is referred as SFC Resource Allocation (SFC-RA) [11] , [12] . Previously, researchers have considered the SFC-RA problem in the case of static SFC, of which the topology and resource requirement are static. However, SFC may change due to network load variance or other service requirements [11] . For example, SFC needs more resources when the traffic volume of the flow served by SFC (the traffic volume of SFC for short) increases. Moreover, VNFs may be added to or removed from the SFC according to the security policy of customer. Therefore, how to adjust resource allocation scheme optimally when SFC changes is crucial to provide on-demand and cost-saving network services. We refer to this problem as Dynamic SFC Resource Adjustment Problem (DSFC-RAP). Specifically, we divide dynamic SFCs into two groups in this paper. The SFCs, which arrive newly, or of which traffic volumes increase, or to which some VNFs are added, are termed expanded SFC (ESFC). The SFCs, which terminate, or of which traffic volumes decrease, or from which some VNFs are removed, are termed contractive SFC (CSFC).
However, several issues should be considered before solving DSFC-RAP. Firstly, the key to solve the DSFC-RAP is to adjust the processing capacity dedicated to a VNF. It can be done by two mechanisms, namely, horizontal scaling and vertical scaling [13] . Horizontal scaling installs or removes instances corresponding to a VNF, but it comes with complex state management issue of VNFs [14] . Instead of changing the number of instances, vertical scaling adjusts the processing capacity of an instance by increasing or decreasing the resources allocated to the instance. It avoids synchronizing the states of multiple instances and reduces resource fragmentation of server. Therefore, we study solutions based on vertical scaling mechanism. Secondly, in order to accommodate as many SFCs as possible in the network with restricted bandwidth and server resources, reducing the resource consumption should be took into account when the resources allocated to SFCs are adjusted. Thirdly, flow migration is a prominent operation for scaling bandwidth and server resources. For example, if the instance is not be assigned enough resources to satisfy the processing capacity requirements of VNFs owing to the limited server resources, we can migrate some flows using that instance to other instances. Additionally, flow migration can also be employed to optimize the resource allocation scheme of SFC. For example, through migrating the flow to the other instance, we may shorten the service path of SFC, which reduces the bandwidth consumption. Unfortunately, flow migration involves adjustment operation overhead characterized, for instance, by the number of affected packets of migrated flows [15] . Moreover, it may introduce the performance degradation to SFC during migration. Hence, we need find a compromise between resource consumption and adjustment operation overhead. In summary, an optimal solution of DSFC-RAP is needed to find a strategy that satisfies processing capacity requirement of each VNF based on vertical scaling mechanism while minimizing the consumption of bandwidth and server resources, reducing adjustment operation overhead as well as forwarding flow through the best available path.
To address the above challenges, we propose Adaptive Resource Adjustment Method (ARAM) as a method that optimizes resource allocation schemes in response to ESFCs and CSFCs. Our main contributions are summarized as follows: The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We study the related work in Section II. Section III presents the system model and formally introduces the DSFC-RAP. In Section IV, we formulate DSFC-RAP as an ILP. We present and evaluate the method ARAM in Section V and Section VI, respectively. Lastly, we conclude this paper with some future directions in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORKS
The SFC-RA problem has been widely studied in very recent years. For comprehensive surveys on it, one is suggested to refer to [12] and [17] . We only summarize works relating to DSFC-RAP in this section and they can be divided into two categories.
The first category solves DSFC-RAP based on horizon scaling mechanism. Liu et al. [5] propose a heuristic algorithm based on Column Generation (CG) to fulfill new SFCs and change existing ones. The goal is to maximize the service provider's profit under the constraints of resource and operational overhead. But they do not consider the changes VOLUME 6, 2018 of traffic volumes of SFCs and the proposed algorithm has high time overhead. Ghaznani et al. [18] present a solution in response to arrival and departure events. It tries to minimize the network resource consumption and elasticity overhead characterized by a penalty due to flow reassignment and instance migration. But the authors assume one VNF instance-type and do not consider SFC. Leivadeas et al. [19] investigate the deployment of SFCs, of which traffic volumes are time varying, in a SDN enabled data center network. They periodically recalculate the routing paths with the maximum available bandwidth to adjust to the dynamic traffic conditions. But they do not consider the optimization of server resources. Tashtarian et al. [20] present an approach based on Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) to horizontally scale up and down VNFs in Large-scale DataCenter. But in fact, they focus on only one VNF in SFC. Jia et al. [21] study how to deploy SFCs with time-varying traffic volumes across geo-distributed datacenters. The proposed online algorithm first solves the optimal deployment problem in one time slot and then derives feasible solutions from the optimal fractional solutions of the one-shot problems. But they do not take into account the adjustment overhead caused by flow migration and bandwidth constraint. Zhang et al. [15] present a two-step flow selection algorithm, which selects some flows traversing a certain instance to migrate when traffic rises. But they do not give the specific resource allocation scheme of SFC.
The second category employs vertical scaling mechanism to find solutions of DSFC-RAP. Eramo et al. [14] , [22] deal with the optimal migration policy of instances in the periods in which traffic changes over time. They propose two methods based on Markov Decision Process (MDP) and Viterbi algorithm, respectively. But they focus cycle-stationary traffic condition, which means that the traffic change pattern is known in advance. Moreover, they first solve the SFC-RA problem during peak hour interval, but they do not consider recycling resources for the rest of time. So the network may refuse to accept new SFCs. Similarly, Wen et al. [23] present a heuristic for instance consolidation.
Additionally, Yi et al. [10] consider the scenario where the VNFs required by SFC may change such as adding a new VNF or removing existing VNFs. Two heuristic schemes are proposed to adjust the service path of SFC based on reactive and proactive strategies, respectively. However, they do not consider that multiple SFCs may share an instance when installing or removing instances.
From the above analysis, we can conclude that existing researches mainly have three shortcomings. Firstly, they do not deal with all types of dynamic SFCs which are presented in Section I. Secondly, most of them do not take into account the overhead caused by flow migration or other adjustment operations. Finally, the time overhead is relative high.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we first introduce the main terminology used to represent the substrate network model, VNF, SFC and the resource allocation scheme of deployed SFC. Then, we formally define the problem. A glossary of key symbols used in this paper is provided in Table 1 .
A. SYSTEM MODEL 1) SUBSTRATE NETWORK
The substrate network can be denoted as G = (N , E), where N and E denote the sets of substrate nodes (SNodes) and substrate links (SLinks), respectively. N is given by the union of three node sets: the set N t of forwarding nodes, which only forward packets to other nodes; the set N s of service nodes, which provide virtualized platforms for running instances; the set N a of access nodes, which are the ingress or egress switches of flows. Additionally, let R be the set of resources on the service node, like core and memory. For each r ∈ R, c n s (r) denotes the amount of r on n s . The SLink e ∈ E is characterized by its bandwidth bw e . Let be the set of precalculated k-shortest paths. And the set of k-shortest paths between n and n * is denoted as (n, n * ) ⊂ . If a path π has a SLink e, we have δ π e = 1, where π ∈ , δ π e ∈ {0, 1}. Meanwhile, the bandwidth of the path π is calculated as
bw e .
2) VNF
We denote with T = {f 1 , f 2 , ..., f m } be the set of VNF types, where m is the number of VNF types provisioned in the substrate network. We assume that each VNF type f k ∈ T has only one instance on a service node. The processing capacity of an instance depends on the amount of allocated resources.
3) SFC
We assume that an SFC provides service for the flow between a pair of access nodes. Let be the set of SFCs at the current service time, which includes the newly arrived ones, the unchanged in-service ones and the changed inservice ones. SFC is represented by a 3-tuple SFC i :=< id i , − → c i , α i >.
- In this paper, the terms bandwidth requirement of SFC and traffic volume of SFC are used interchangeably. We assume that it is a linear relationship between α i and the resource requirement of VNF belonging to SFC i [20] . That is, if the type of c i,j is f k , the amount of resource r c i,j requires is denoted as α i σ k r , where σ k r is defined as the demand factor of f k on resource r.
4) RESOURCE ALLOCATION SCHEME OF THE DEPLOYED SFC
To optimize the use of network resources, we need to adjust the resource allocation schemes of deployed SFCs when some SFCs change. Thus, we use 5-tuple -µ n,k r : An integer constant to represent the amount of resource r allocated by SNode n to the instance of VNF type f k before current service time. It can be calculated as
We assume that server always allocates resource to instance in integral multiple of the resource unit. -χ r n : A real constant to represent the residual amount of resource r on the SNode n before current service time. It can be calculated as χ r n = c n (r) −
-μ n,k r ∈ R: A real constant to represent the residual amount of resource r belonging to the instance of VNF type f k on the SNode n before current service time. It can be calculated asμ n,k
B. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider the scenario where new SFCs arrive and the deployed SFCs may change in the substrate network. Specifically, we classify those SFCs into two groups as: contractive SFCs and expanded SFCs. The former refer to the SFCs which terminate, or of which bandwidth requirements decrease, or from which some VNFs are removed. The latter refer to the SFCs which newly arrive, or of which bandwidth requirements increase, or to which some VNFs are added. Additionally, based on vertical scaling techniques, the processing capacities of instances can be adjusted VOLUME 6, 2018 through distributing or recycling the resources allocated by servers. Furthermore, if the instance cannot be locally scaled up or down due to insufficient resources of the server, certain flows might be migrated to other instances on the different servers. Note that we use the terms migrating flow and migrating SFC interchangeably in this paper. Hence, the service provider expects to find the optimal adjustment scheme to improve resource utilization and reduce the influence of adjustment operation on deployed SFCs. In the DSFC-RAP, we are given the substrate network G, the resource allocation schemes of deployed SFCs before current service time and the set of SFCs at current service time . Our objective is to minimize the total cost composed of network resource cost and adjustment operation overhead by deploying each VNF of SFC i ∈ on the optimal SNode and finding the optimal service path for SFC i , while respecting the capacity constraints on node and link resources.
1) NETWORK RESOURCE COST
We use the network resource cost to measure the resource utilization. It is composed of the following two cost components.
-Server Resource Cost: It represents the cost of resource consumption for servers. It associates with the amount of resources under use, like memory and core. -Bandwidth Cost: SFC incurs the bandwidth cost from forwarding packets through links. It associates with the bandwidth requirement of SFC.
2) ADJUSTMENT OPERATION OVERHEAD
It reflects the influence of adjustment operation on deployed SFCs. Since adjusting the processing capacities of instances can be done efficiently based on vertical scaling techniques [24] , we only consider the overhead caused by flow migration. Thus, the adjustment operation overhead can be measured by the number of affected packets of migrated flows [15] , which associates with the migration time and traffic volume. For the sake of simplifying the model described in Section IV, we ignore the overhead caused by migrating the states of instances. We use an example to illustrate the resource adjustment of dynamic SFC. Consider the scenario, as shown in Fig.1 , where there are four forwarding nodes, three service nodes and two access nodes in the substrate network. The host A and B access the network from Node 8 and 9, respectively. According to the policy, the service provider sets up the SFC1 by deploying both VNF1 and VNF2 on the Node 5. Meanwhile, there is an instance of VNF2 running on the Node 7, which may serve other SFCs. Then, at the current service time, the traffic from A to B arises. But the instance of VNF2 on the Node 5 does not have enough processing capacity. Since setting up a new instance on the Node 6 would introduce additional server resource cost, the service provider decides to use the instance of VNF2 on the Node 7, of which the processing capacity is sufficient. Additionally, the service path changes accordingly.
IV. ILP FORMULATION
In this section, we illustrate the ILP formulation of the DSFC-RAP, called Opt-RA. We first present decision variables. Then, we introduce the objective function of Opt-RA followed by the constraints.
A. DECISION VARIABLES
The following decision variables indicate the resource allocation scheme of SFC i ∈ . The adjustment operation overhead associates with the migration time and traffic volume of migrated flows. Specifically, if SFC i uses a different instance (on the different SNode) of VNF type f k from the one of the same type before current service time, the corresponding flow migrates between those two instances. For convenience, we provide an integer variable m i to represent the number of the VNFs, of which a different instance is used by SFC i since the last service time.
SFC i ∈ ∩ . Hence, the following decision variable defines whether SFC i migrates.
-λ i : A boolean variable that equals 1 if SFC i migrates, and 0 otherwise.
Following the problem statement, the objective function of Opt-RA described as (1) depends on two components. As shown in (2), the first component C n expresses the network resource cost, where η r is the cost of consuming one unit resource r, and η b is the cost of transmitting one unit traffic through one link in the network. Without loss of generality, we assume that adjustment operation overhead linearly depends on the number of affected packets, and the migration time between any two instances of all migrated flows is equal. Thus, as shown in (3), the second component C m expresses the adjustment operation overhead, where h(π ) denotes the hop-count of path π, η m is penalty factor and t m represents migration time.
Constraint (4) guarantees that the total amount of resource r occupied by the VNFs deployed on the SNode n is less than or equal to available resource in that SNode. Constraint (5) ensures that each VNF is deployed on exactly one SNode. For the instance of VNF type f k on the SNode n, constraint (6) ensures that the total amount of resource r required by the VNFs assigned to it should not be larger than the amount of r occupied by that instance. Constraint (7) ensures that physical locations of the source and destination of SFC are respected, where sr i and dt i are the ingress and egress access nodes of the flow corresponding to SFC i , respectively.
D. LINK CONSTRAINTS
∀e ∈ E :
Constraint (8) is a constraint on the maximum bandwidth of SLink e that can be allocated to SFCs. Constraint (9) is the flow conservation constraint. It ensures that for every SNode n, if one of its incoming links belongs to the path π which is selected to carry the connection from c i,j to c i,j+1 , one of its outgoing links also belongs to that path. Excluded from this rule is the case where n is one of the nodes on which c i,j and c i,j+1 are deployed. Constraint (10) guarantees that each connection between two adjacent VNFs of SFC i takes exactly one path in the substrate network.
Constraint (11) establishes that as long as SFC i uses a different instance of VNF type f k from the one of the same type at the last service time, SFC i migrates. Similarly, if SFC i migrates, there is at least one instance of VNF type f k which is different from the instance of the same type used at the last service time, which is expressed by constraint (12) . Note that M is a big constant.
V. HEURISTIC SOLUTIONS
Due to the intractability of Opt-RA, we propose a heuristic method, ARAM, to find feasible solutions in reasonable time. ARAM contains four main elastic operations: (i) installing new instances; (ii) using the existing instances without modifying their resources; (iii) increasing or decreasing the resources allocated to instances according to processing capacity requirements of SFCs; (iv) flow migration. Note that ARAM also changes service paths properly (which will be explained later). Through weighing the cost resulted from those operations, ARAM finds a right compromise between network resource cost and adjustment operation overhead. ARAM is composed of two algorithms, RECY (in Section V-A) and DIST (in Section V-B), which handle contractive SFCs and expanded SFCs, respectively. Note that we give priority to handling contractive SFCs so as to release resources allocated to those SFCs as soon as possible.
A. RECY: A RESOURCE RECYCLING ALGORITHM FOR CONTRACTIVE SFC
With respect to the CSFC, it is necessary to decrease the server resources allocated to instances. It only matters that migrating CSFC to other instances may reduce bandwidth cost significantly at the expense of relative low adjustment operation overhead. But flow migration is detrimental to service performance of SFC during migrating. Thus, instead of using other instances to serve CSFC, we just decrease the server resources allocated to instances according to VOLUME 6, 2018 the processing capacity requirement of CSFC. Meanwhile, we always select the shortest path between two instances as routing path. Note that it implies that the bandwidth of the shortest path satisfies the bandwidth requirement of SFC in this paper.
Since instances can be shared by multiple SFCs, we should take into account that resources may be reused immediately after recycled by servers. Furthermore, turning on/off servers frequently can lead to wear-and-tear cost [25] , [26] , which has bad influence on the lifetime of servers. Hence, we set the SLEEP state for server resources besides the IDLE and ACTIVE state. Moreover, we predefine the maximum sleep time so as to minimize the frequent change of resources' states. Specifically, IDLE means that resources are not allocated to any instances. ACTIVE means that resources are allocated to instances and being used by certain SFCs. SLEEP means that resources are allocated to instances but not being used by SFCs. If no SFCs use the resources within the maximum sleep time, their states will turn IDLE from SLEEP. Accordingly, the server recycles those IDLE resources.
Let 
is forwarding node. Note that the server need to send or receive packets through the directly connected switch, referred as Service Function Forwarder (SFF), according to the reference architecture of SFC [27] . So n l and n l+1 indicate the same forwarding node. Additionally, let Ocpy(c i,j ) be the resources occupied by c i,j on the node MN (c i,j ). We elaborate on the resource recycling procedures of RECY as per the specific change of CSFC in the following. Otherwise, RECY will turn the states of Ocpy(c i,j ) to IDLE, namely, the server will recycle Ocpy(c i,j ). Furthermore, with respect to an instance, if all resources occupied by SFCs which use it are in IDLE state, the server will turn off it.
Additionally, since DIST (in Section V-B) needs to know the residual amount of resource r belonging to the service node n or the instance ins n,k , RECY updates µ n,k r andμ n,k r while changing the state of r. 
In the first three cases the server does not recycle r, while in the last case the server recycles unit r.
2) SFC TERMINATES
Terminating SFC equals to removing all its VNFs. Since we have explained the resource recycling procedure of removing a VNF in detail, we will not repeat the procedure of terminating SFC. Note that RECY will delete or modify all forwarding rules belonging to the service path of SFC when the corresponding flow leaves network.
3) BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENT OF SFC DECREASES
With reduction in the bandwidth requirement of SFC i , the amount of resources required by each c i,j decreases. Thus, RECY turns the states of part of resources Ocpy(c i,j ) to SLEEP, and uses the timer to control the change of states. Additionally, the service path of SFC i does not be modified.
B. DIST: A RESOURCE DISTRIBUTING ALGORITHM FOR EXPANDED SFC
With respect to the ESFC, the combination of the four elastic operations above can be applied to optimize the deployment. But how to optimally combine them is complex. In terms of an SFC, the operation with the lowest server resource cost for a VNF may bring high bandwidth cost to the SFC. Furthermore, consider the scenario where two SFCs share an instance. When the traffic volume of one SFC arises, the instance is not able to serve them. Flow migration may remarkably reduce the network resource cost of an SFC at the price of relative low total cost caused by migrating the other SFC. Note that flow migration not only introduces adjustment operation overhead but also increases network resource cost due to redeploying the VNFs affected by migration and using other (maybe longer) service paths. Thus, the goal of DIST is to balance the tradeoff between network resource cost and adjustment operation overhead. We first use multi-layer graph to describe candidate adjustment schemes of the ESFC with associated costs. A scheme is generated by applying different elastic operations to each VNF with changed processing capacity requirement. Then, the determination of the optimal scheme with the lowest total cost is accomplished by solving a least cost path problem in the multi-layer graph. For a given SFC i , we build a multi-layer graphĜ with l i +2 layers. The nodes in the j-th (0 ≤ j ≤ l i + 1) layer represent the candidate SNodes on which VNF c i,j may be deployed. Specially, the 0-th and the l i + 1-th layer contain only one node representing the ingress and egress access node of SFC i , respectively. We denote as the set of nodes in the j-th layer N j = {n j,1 ,n j,2 , ...,n j,m j }, where m j = |N j |. The noden j,p ∈ N j can be classified into four categories as follows. 
Forn j,p ∈N s j , the weight equals to the cost of additionally allocated server resources, that is, 
where ct is the network resource cost caused by redeploying the VNFs of type f k on other SNodes and using other service paths (which we will detaily explain later). Particularly,
If there exists a path in the substrate network from the SNode corresponding ton j,p to the SNode corresponding tô n j+1,q and the bandwidth of that path is not less than α i , there is a directed link fromn j,p ton j+1,q , denoted as (n j,p ,n j+1,q ). The weight of (n j,p ,n j+1,q ) (denoted as θ q j,p ) equals to the bandwidth cost caused by transmitting packets fromn j,p tô n j+1,q . θ where H (n j,p ,n j+1,q ) indicates the hop-count of the substrate path between the SNodes represented byn j,p andn j+1,q .
Besides introducing adjustment operation overhead and increasing network resource cost, flow migration may impact the service latency of migrated SFCs since service paths may become longer. Thus, we should carefully select the SFCs to which flow migration is applied. To this end, given an instance ins n,k , we introduce migration factor to each SFC (taking SFC p as an example) using that instance, denoted as τ n,k,p . Note that the VNF c p,q of SFC p is deployed on the n and t(c p,q ) = f k .
τ n,k,p is mainly affected by two factors. The first one is the traffic volume of SFC p . As shown in (3), the low traffic volume introduces low adjustment operation overhead. Moreover, even though we need to install a new instance of type t(c p,q ) on the other SNode to serve SFC p in the worst case, the resulted server resource cost is relative low if the traffic volume of SFC p is low. The second factor is the substitutable ability of c p,q . It describes the possibility of redeploying c p,q successfully without changing the service path of SFC p . The redeployment contains the first three elastic operations above. Assume that the previous and successive VNFs of c p,q , denoted as c p,q−1 and c p,q+1 , are deployed on the SNode n and n , respectively. The substitutable ability of c p,q on the n is defined as CG(c p,q , n 
r , where κ n ,k equals to 1 if there exits an instance of type f k on the n , and 0 otherwise; χ n r is the residual amount of resource r on the n , which refers in particular to the r in IDLE state; ε 1 and ε 2 are preference factors satisfying ε 1 + ε 2 = 1, ε 1 > ε 2 indicates that we prefer to use the existing instance to serve SFC p , otherwise we prefer to install a new instance of type f k on the n to serve SFC p ; ξ r identifies the importance of resource r, which satisfies r∈R ξ r = 1. The first part of CG(c p,q , n ) indicates that if there exists the instance ins n ,k on the n , the more resources ins n ,k occupies, the larger the substitutable ability of c p,q on the n is. Meanwhile, the second part indicates that if there exists no instance of type f k on the n , the more residual resources n have, the larger the substitutable ability of c p,q on the n is. Consequently, the migration factor is defined as τ n,k,p = ρ 1 α p − ρ 2 · max n∈{n ,n } CG(c p,q , n), where ρ 1 and ρ 2 are used to adjust the relative importance of the two factors above. Given an instance, migrating the SFC with small migration factor will introduce low adjustment operation overhead. Moreover, the small migration factor indicates that the VNF affected by migration (such as c p,q ) is more likely to be redeployed on the SNodes, on which its previous and successive VNFs are deployed. Namely, the service path of migrated SFC will not be changed, which ensures service latency not to increase.
1) BUILDING MULTI-LAYER GRAPH
According to the specific changes of ESFCs, we propose different algorithms to build multi-layer graphs.
a: NEW SFC ARRIVES
Algorithm 1 gives the procedure of building multi-layer graph for newly arrived SFC. The basic idea is to iteratively find candidate SNodes for each VNF. It takes as input a newly arrived SFC SFC i , the substrate network G annotated with the resource capacities of SNodes and SLinks, as well as the resource allocation schemes of deployed SFCs Let CN (c i,j ) be the set of candidate SNodes of c i,j . Each node in CN (c i,j ) is represented by a node in the j-th layer. Firstly, we add the source of SFC i denoted as sr i to the 0-th layer and set the node weight to 0 (Line 4). Then, we iteratively check the substrate paths started from one of the SNodes in CN (c i,j−1 ) VOLUME 6, 2018
Algorithm 1 Building Multi-Layer Graph for Newly Arrived SFC
for n * q ∈ CN (c i,j−1 ) and H (n * q , n) ≤ MHops and
is the subscript of the node representing n in the j-th layer*/ 9 else
end if 56 end for 57 if ∀r,μ n,k r + bw · σ k r ≥ α i σ k r then return (ct, bw, MS) 58 else return (−1, 0, ∅) (Line 6-27). In each iteration, given a path started from n * q (n * q ∈ CN (c i,j−1 ) and it is represented byn j−1,q in the j − 1-th layer), if the hop-count is no more than MHops and the bandwidth is no less than α i , we check its end node denoted as n. If n has been selected as the candidate SNode of c i,j and is represented byn j,p in the j-th layer, we compute the weight of the link fromn j−1,q ton j,p (Line 8). Otherwise, the function Comp_ct(c i,j , n) is used to determine if n is a reusing node, or scaling node, or new-installing node (Line 35-43). Meanwhile, the function Check_mig(n, (ins n,k ), α i ) is used to determine whether n is a migrating node or not (Line 46-53). If n is one of the above nodes, we add it to the j-th layer and compute its weight and the weight of the link fromn j−1,q to the node representing n in the j-th layer (denoted asn j,p ). Specifically, the function Comp_ct(c i,j , n) returns the server resource cost caused by deploying c i,j on n. In the function Check_mig(n, (ins n,k ), α i ), (ins n,k ) represents the set of SFCs which use the instance ins n,k . We iterate over all SFCs in (ins n,k ) in increasing order of migration factor. Assume that the VNF c p,q belonging to SFC p (SFC p ∈ (ins n,k )) corresponds to ins n,k . Additionally, the SNodes, on which c p,q−1 and c p,q+1 are deployed, are denoted as MN (c p,q−1 ) and MN (c p,q+1 ) , respectively. If c p,q can be redeployed on MN (c p,q−1 ) or MN (c p,q+1 ) , we add SFC p to the set MS. The elements in MS are the SFCs to which flow migration is applied. Meanwhile, we compute the total traffic volume of SFCs in MS and the server resource cost caused by redeploying c p,q , which are denoted as bw and ct, respectively. Since migrating the deployed SFC has bad influence on service performance, we choose at most two SFCs used for migrating on an instance. Finally, we add the destination of SFC i denoted as dt i to the l i + 1-th layer with the node weight being 0 (Line 29). Moreover, we compute the weight of the link from the node in the l i -th layer to the node representing dt i (Line 30-32).
b: BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENT OF SFC INCREASES
With respect to the SFC of which bandwidth requirement increases, Algorithm 2 presents the procedure of building multi-layer graph. Its basic idea is to find candidate SNodes for the VNF of which the corresponding instance cannot be allocated enough resources locally due to insufficient resources of the server. It implies that Algorithm 2 uses the existing instances whenever possible, which contributes to avoid interfering with in-service SFCs. The procedure of building the first and the last layer in Algorithm 2 is the same as that in Algorithm 1 (Line 4 and Line 37-40). Given a VNF c i,j of SFC i , if the instance used by c i,j on the SNode MN (c i,j ) has enough processing capacity or that instance can be allocated enough resources by MN (c i,j ) , we first add MN (c i,j ) to the j-th layer (Line 6-7). Letn j,p be the node representing MN (c i,j ) in the j-th layer ofĜ. Then, we compute the weight ofn j,p and the weight of the link fromn j−1,q in the j − 1-th layer ton j,p (Line 8-11). Additionally, if MN (c i,j ) cannot allocate enough resources to that instance, we iterate
Algorithm 2 Building Multi-Layer Graph for the SFC of Which the Bandwidth Requirement Increases
Input:
end for 41 end if 42 end for over the substrate paths started from MN (c i,j ). Assume that there is a path of which the hop-count is no more than MHops and the bandwidth is no less than α i . We check the end node denoted as n of that path. If n is a migrating node Algorithm 3 Building Multi-Layer Graph for the SFC to Which a New VNF Segment Is Added (MN (c i,j ), MN (c i,j+1 ) ) and
else if there exists ins n r ,k on n r then 16 
end for 31 end for (Line [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] or new-installing node (Line 23-27), we add n to the j-th layer and compute the corresponding weights of node and link (Line 14-34).
c: ADDING VNF TO SFC
Assume that multiple VNFs are added to SFC i . Namely, − → c i = {c i,0 , ..., c i,j , c i,g 1 , c i,j+1 , c i,g 2 , ..., c i,g l , c i,j+2 , ..., , c i,1 , c i,2 , ..., c i,l , c i,l+1 }, where c i,0 = c i,j ,  c i,l+1 = c i,j+1 . In the Algorithm 3, we first add MN (c i,j ) and MN (c i,j+1 ) to the 0-th and the l + 1-th layer, respectively, and set their weights to 0 (Line 1-2) . Then, we iterate over the set of k-shortest paths between MN (c i,j ) and MN (c i,j+1 ), denoted as (MN (c i,j ), MN (c i,j+1 ) ) (Line 3-31). Let ServN (π) be the set of service nodes on the path π ∈ (MN (c i,j ), MN (c i,j+1 ) ). Note that the nodes in ServN (π) have order. In each iteration, we try to deploy each VNF c i,g ∈ SegVNF on one of the nodes in ServN (π ) (Line 5-27). Specifically, to find the candidate SNodes of c i,g , we first choose a candidate SNode of c i,g−1 , denoted as n * q , which also must belong to ServN (π ) (Line 7). Then, we check the SNodes in the set NotPre(ν, n * q ) in order, which includes n * q and its successive service nodes belonging to ServN (π ) (Line 8). If n r ∈ NotPre(ν, n * q ) has been selected as the candidate SNode of c i,g , we just compute the weight of the link from the node representing n * q (denoted asn j−1,q ) to the one representing n r (denoted asn j,r ) (Line 10 and Line 23). If n r is a reusing\scaling\new-installing\migrating node, we add n r to the g-th layer, and compute the weight ω g,r and θ r g−1,q (Line 11-24). In particular, H π (n * q , n r ) in the Algorithm 3 indicates the hop-count of π between n * q and n r .
2) FINDING A NEAR-OPTIMAL SOLUTION BASED ON VITERBI ALGORITHM
Once the multi-layer graph is built, the problem of determining the adjustment scheme with the lowest total cost consists in finding the least cost path between the two nodes in the first and the last layer. Algorithm 4 gives the procedure of finding that path by applying the Viterbi algorithm. The inputs include a multi-layer graphĜ, the weights of nodes ω j,p and links θ 1, 2, ..., m j+1 ). Algorithm 4 computes a per node cumulative cost ct j,p recursively (Line 2-8). ct j,p is defined as the minimum of cost ct j−1,k + ω j−1,k + θ p j−1,k , for all ct j−1,k in the j − 1-th layer. Additionally, the node beforen j,p in the least cost path fromn 0,1 is denoted as (n j,p ). After finishing the computation, we trace back a path fromn l i +1,1 ton 0,1 (Line 11-14) , which yields the minimum cost. Note that we should deploy each VNF in reverse order to the sequence stored in . During this procedure we also update the residual amount of bandwidth and server resources after the resource allocation of SFC is adjusted.
C. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
We mainly analyze the time complexity of DIST dealing with one ESFC. We use x and y to represent the number of service nodes and SLinks in the substrate network, respectively.
We first analyze the time complexity of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. Assume that z indicates the number of VNFs belonging to an SFC, and for each VNF, m indicates the number of candidate SNodes of its previous VNF. For a VNF, in the worst case we need to check the end nodes of all paths started from one of the candidate SNodes of its previous VNF, that is, we need to check all service nodes. Moreover, the procedure of determining whether the node is a migration node is more time-consuming. Hence, assuming that n represents the number of SFCs sharing an instance, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 in the worst case is O(zmxn) . Then, we analyze the time complexity of Algorithm 3. Let g, k and l be the number of newly added VNFs, paths in the set of k-shortest paths and service nodes in each path, respectively. In the worst case we need to check k(l + g − 1) nodes to determine whether each of them is a migration node. Thus, the time complexity of Algorithm 3 in the worst case is O (nk(l + g) ).
Additionally, assume that the multi-layer graph has s layers and each layer has t nodes. In particular, both the first and the last layer have only one node. Since in the worst case there exists a link between all pairs of nodes in the adjacent layers, the time complexity of Algorithm 4 is O(st 2 ).
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first present the compared algorithms in Section VI-A. Then, we illustrate the evaluation metrics in Section VI-B followed by a description of the experimental setup in Section VI-C. Finally, we present the results found through extensive simulation in Section VI-D.
A. COMPARED ALGORITHMS
We design the following algorithms for comparison.
-Random Algorithm (RD). It randomly deploys VNF on the service node satisfying processing capacity requirement. This service node may be a reusing node, or newinstalling node, or scaling node, or migrating node. To establish routing paths between any two adjacent selected service nodes, RD uses a modified version of Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm, which takes into account the residual bandwidth of SLink and bandwidth requirement of SFC. -First-fit Algorithm (FF). Upon new SFC arrival, it iteratively traverses the set of paths started from the source of SFC or the service node on which the previous VNF is deployed. Note that those paths have adequate bandwidth. And it selects the first service node satisfying processing capacity requirement. This service node may be a reusing node, or new-installing node, or scaling node, or migrating node. Similarly, with respect to the VNFs added to SFC, FF searches the first service node for each of them. When the bandwidth requirement of SFC increases, FF only searches the first service node for the VNF, of which the corresponding instance cannot be scaled up locally. -None-migration Algorithm (NM). It does not exploit flow migration. Namely, it builds multi-layer graph without considering migrating nodes. Thus, the adjustment operation overhead is absent. In addition, ESFCs often occur for the service demand improvement purpose. Deploying them under the limited network resources has a more significant effect on customers' satisfactory to service providers. So we mainly evaluate the performance of ARAM in adjusting resource allocation schemes of ESFCs. The above algorithms recycle resources of CSFCs as ARAM does.
B. METRICS
We evaluate ARAM from two aspects, that is, the performance in allocating resources to new SFCs (also known as mapping new SFCs) and reallocating resources to existing SFCs (also known as redeploying existing SFCs). Those existing SFCs refer to the SFCs to which change operations are applied (which will be explained in Section VI-C). Hence, the following metrics are measured.
-Average Mapping Time. It refers to the average time of mapping multiple new SFCs to the substrate network for some time. 
C. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Our experiments are conducted on a practical NSFNET topology [28] (denoted as T1) and two synthetic topologies generated by Brite tool [29] (denoted as T2 and T3, respectively). Each pair of nodes is randomly connected with probability 0.5. In each simulated network, we randomly select several nodes as SFFs and access nodes. Meanwhile, we assume that each SFF is connected with two service nodes and each access node is connected with two host nodes. The number of different types of nodes in the simulated networks is shown in Table 2 . Note that SFFs are categorized as ''forwarding node''. We replace specific metrics with ''units'' in order to normalize the related costs and make the simulation scenarios more generic [30] . The CPU and memory of service nodes are random numbers uniformly distributed between 200 and 400 units. The bandwidth per SLink is 1000 units. To make network resource cost and adjustment operation overhead in a comparable value range, we set η r = 2, η b = 0. dec) · bw, respectively, where bw is the original bandwidth requirement. Additionally, the number of added or removed VNFs is randomly selected within [1, 2] . Note that we randomly apply one change operation to an existing SFC and the existing SFC only changes once within 20 time units. Each experiment lasts for a period of time while we measure the metrics presented in Section VI-B at regular time interval. We report the metrics against time to demonstrate how different algorithms perform in the long VOLUME 6, 2018 run. Moreover, the reported results are averaged over all experiments (each value is an average over 50 instances) with a confidence interval of 95%.
D. RESULTS

1) OPTIMAL VALUE OF MHops
As the parameter MHops is used to control search space in ARAM and affected by network scale, we first determine the ''optimal'' value of MHops in each simulated network. Adopting the ''optimal'' MHops, ARAM would make the network accommodate more SFCs with the less total cost. Thus, we analyze the relationship of MHops, the total cost per SFC and the average execution time of ARAM. Specifically, the total cost per SFC equals to the total cost divided by the number of existing SFCs, and the average execution time includes the average mapping and redeploying time. For the convenience of comparative analysis, we take the value under the condition of MHops = 1 as benchmark and compute the ratio of the value under the condition of other MHops to the value of benchmark. The results are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 .
We take T2 as an example to analyze results. As shown in Fig.2(b) , for t ≤ 1200, the larger MHops is, the lower the total cost per SFC is. This is because when network has adequate resources, larger MHops means larger search space, which makes ARAM be more likely to succeed in mapping or redeploying SFC with reduced total cost. However, with the reduction in available network resources after t = 1200, the number of accepted SFCs becomes the key factor influencing the total cost per SFC. Specifically, ARAM with small MHops would fail to map or redeploy SFCs due to small search space. So the total cost per SFC would be unchanged. For example, the curve of MHops = 2 is almost constant after t = 1200, which reflects that it is difficult for ARAM to find feasible solutions at that time. Conversely, ARAM with large MHops can find feasible resource allocation schemes for more SFCs. But due to large search space, the service nodes on which VNFs are deployed may be far away from each other. It leads to significant increment in bandwidth cost. So the total cost per SFC would increase. For example, for t ≥ 2000, the total cost per SFC of MHops = 6 and MHops = 7 is higher than that of other values of MHops. Additionally, as shown in Fig.3(b) , the average execution time increases with the value of MHops.
As indicated in Fig.2(b) and Fig.3(b) , in the case of t ≤ 1800, the total cost per SFC of MHops = 5 is lower than that of MHops = 4 by 15.54%-21.26%, but the execution time of the former is longer than that of the latter only by 1.06%-4.74%. Meanwhile, the total cost per SFC of MHops = 5 is higher than that of MHops ≥ 6 by 1.76%-22.83%, but the gap narrows over time. Moreover, the execution time of the former is shorter than that of the latter by 16.67%-54.88%. Additionally, the total cost per SFC of MHops = 5 almost remains constant until after t = 1800. Therefore, we select MHops = 5 as the ''optimal'' value used by ARAM in the T2. Similarly, MHops = 3 and MHops = 6 are used in the T1 and T3, respectively.
2) TIME PERFORMANCE
In Fig.4 and Fig.5 , we report the average mapping time and average redeploying time, respectively.
From Fig.4 and Fig.5 , we can observe that the average mapping time and the average redeploying time of ARAM are longer than those of other three compared algorithms, but the gap does not continue to expand. This is due to the fact that as the available network resources decrease, the search ranges of all algorithms tend to be identical. Moreover, the performance gap on the average mapping (or redeploying) time between ARAM and one of compared algorithms in the T3 is larger than that in other two simulated networks. This is because ARAM needs to check resources of more nodes in the T3 when building multi-layer graph.
3) SUCCESS RATIO PERFORMANCE
We report the success ratio of mapping and success ratio of redeploying in Fig.6 and Fig.7 , respectively.
With respect to the results in Fig.6 , one obvious phenomenon appears in all simulated networks, that is, the success ratios of mapping of all algorithms show decreasing trend. The reason is that there is a reduction in the available network resources with increasing number of deployed SFCs in the network. Moreover, we can observe that the success ratio of mapping of ARAM drops less obviously. This indicates that ARAM can perform well in the network with heavy load. Additionally, it is interesting to notice that the success ratio of mapping sometimes may increase. This is because as VOLUME 6, 2018 some SFCs terminate or the bandwidth requirements of some SFCs decrease, network resources will be released.
As far as each simulated network is concerned, ARAM constantly performs much better than RD and FF in terms of success ratio of mapping, and ARAM's advantage becomes more and more significant with increasing network load. The superior performance is due to two main reasons: i) ARAM searches multiple candidate SNodes for each VNF of new SFCs, which improves the likelihood of successful mapping; ii) ARAM tries to optimize resource utilization by taking into account both sharing instances and limiting the hopcount of service path, which reduces the consumption of server resources and bandwidth. But actually the superior performance is obtained at the expense of increased time complexity. This conclusion can be drawn from the results, for example, in Fig.4(b) and Fig.6(b) . In the case of t = 1200, compared to RD, ARAM obtains 65.77% higher success ratio of mapping while spending 65.73% more average mapping time. Furthermore, in the case of t = 2200, the success ratio of mapping of ARAM is higher than that of RD by 332.04%, but the average mapping time of the former is longer than that of the latter only by 45.51%. Additionally, for each algorithm, its success ratio of mapping in the T3 is higher than that in the T1 or T2. This is because T3 provides more network resources. As shown in Fig.7 , the performance on success ratio of redeploying of all algorithms exhibits the similar trend as the performance on success ratio of mapping in Fig.6 .
From Fig.6(b) and Fig.7(b) , it is noteworthy that ARAM and NM perform similarly on the success ratio of mapping and redeploying in the T2 when t ≤ 600. Nevertheless, the advantage of ARAM is more and more obvious as the number of deployed SFCs increases with time. For instance, the success ratio of mapping and redeploying of ARAM are higher than those of NM by 84.87% and 172.15% at most. This suggests that flow migration contributes to optimizing resource utilization, which further improves the capacity of accommodating SFCs of network.
4) COST PERFORMANCE
Since the success ratios of mapping and redeploying of RD and FF are considerably lower than those of ARAM, we just measure the total costs of ARAM and NM in simulated networks and report the results in Fig.8 . For the sake of comparison and analysis, Fig.8 also shows network resource cost and adjustment operation overhead of ARAM. Note that we only report the total cost of NM since it does not employ flow migration. We take T2 as an example to analyze results. From Fig.8(b) , we can see that in the case of t ≤ 600 the total cost and the network resource cost of ARAM are on average 20.58% and 23.56% less than those of NM, respectively. But in the case t ≤ 600 of Fig.6(b) and Fig.7 (b) they show slight differences in terms of the success ratio of mapping and redeploying. This implies that ARAM tries to reduce the network resource cost at the expense of relative low adjustment operation overhead by carefully selecting SFCs to migrate. Meanwhile, for 600 ≤ t ≤ 1600, though the success ratio of mapping and redeploying of ARAM are on average 13.74% and 17.75% higher than those of NM, respectively, the former incurs on average 10.58% less total cost. It indicates that ARAM more than exploits flow migration to deploy more SFCs in the network, but makes a trade-off between network resource cost and adjustment operation overhead. After t = 1800, compared to NM, ARAM improves success ratio of mapping and redeploying by on average 51.07% and 108.38%, respectively, while incurring on average 20.53% more total cost.
5) INFLUENCE OF PENALTY FATOR
Since the relative importance of network resource cost and adjustment operation overhead affects our decisions on flow migration, we evaluate the number of migrated SFCs against the penalty factor η m in the T2. For the convenience of comparative analysis, we take the value in the case of η m = 1.5 as benchmark and compute the ratio of the value in the case of other η m to the value of benchmark. The results are shown in Fig.9 . Initially, there is small variability among the number of migrated SFCs for different values of η m . This stems from the fact that there is no need to migrate too many SFCs owing to sufficient network resources. Then, the performance gap among different values of η m grows with time. This is due to the fact that with the reduction of available network resources, the demand for migrating SFCs rises. What's more, since large η m means high adjustment operation overhead, ARAM has the number of migrated SFCs decreasing as η m increases. Additionally, it is interesting to notice that after t = 1200 the performance gap stays relatively stable. It implies that when network resources are even more scarce, ARAM with large η m has no choice but to migrate SFCs in order to map or redeploy SFCs successfully.
VII. CONCLUSION
The aim of this paper is to solve the dynamic SFC resource adjustment problem. We have formulated the problem as an ILP model with the objective of minimizing the total cost characterized by the sum of the network resource cost and the adjustment operation overhead caused by flow migration. To tackle the computational complexity, we have presented an efficient method, ARAM, based on vertical scaling mechanism. It is composed of two heuristic algorithms, DIST and RECY, used for finding the near-optimal resource adjustment schemes of ESFC and CSFC, respectively. We have evaluated ARAM in different network scales. The results showed that it outperformed the random algorithm and first-fit algorithm in terms of the success ratio of mapping and redeploying. Moreover, ARAM's advantage over those algorithms became more and more significant with increasing number of deployed SFCs in the network. Meanwhile, through comparing ARAM with non-migration algorithm, we have verified the effectiveness of flow migration in terms of improving network capacity and reducing the total cost. In the future, we plan to evaluate the proposed method in a real testbed environment. We also intend to study the problem of SFC resource allocation in the case that the substrate network topology changes. 
